Multiagent Learning in Robocup Soccer
Simulation An incremental approach to learning is used Difficult (impossible?) to learn complex behaviors based solely on the primitives provided by the server Layered Learning:
• building increasingly complex behaviors on top of one another; • learning low-level behaviors before high-level ones; • Higher-level behaviors utilize lower-level ones as components 3
The Objective
Teach the server clients two learned behaviors: one low-level and one highlevel Low-level: intercepting a moving ball High-level: passing The high-level skill is dependent on the mastery of the low-level one.
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The Robotic Competition Architecture High-level skill: passing Passing involves two team members: a passer and a receiver. The receiver's action in passing is identical to the defender's action in ball interception. The same NN is used. Decisions Trees (DTs) were used to decide if the ball should be passed to a particular teammate.
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High-level skill: passing (cont.)
Passer uses the receivers' views of the field in addition to its own when making the decision whether to pass. During training, passer chose a random receiver in each trial. In addition to the intended receiver, 4 defenders also attempted to intercept the ball. Results:
• SUCCESS: the intended receiver intercepts the ball • FAILURE: a defender intercepts the ball • MISS: no one intercepted the ball 11 High-level skill: passing (cont.) 174 attributes were recorded for each trial, to be used to predict whether a pass will be a success, a failure, or a miss.
• Half the data points were from the passer's perspective, half from the receiver's Decision Tree software produced a pruned tree, in which insignificant data were left out.
• Many more passer attributes were actually used than receiver attributes.
5000 training examples DT returns a confidence measure for each receiver candidate
• If more than one will be successful, choose the one with the highest confidence level • If all are predicted to fail, choose the one with the lowest confidence level 5000 trials
• Passer must pass, even if DT predicts failure for all receivers.
• 79% success rate
